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Physics. - " On t!te lIUlSS ol a mate rial system acc01'din,l/ to the 
,qravitation t!te01'Y of EINSTEIN." By Dr. G. NORDSTRÖ~f. (Oom

municated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Oommunicated in the meeting of December 29, 1917), 

~ 1. In th is paper some formulae will be deduced for the mass 
of a malerial system accol'ding to EINS'l'EIN'S gravitation tbeory. The 
prineipal purpose of these formulae is to express tbe mass firstly 
by a v91ume illtegral over the material system and· secondly by a 
snrface integral over a sudace surrounding the system. 

First 1 shall indicàte in this paragraph the general formulae which 
wiJ) be llsed furthel' on. The following calclliations are principally 
based npon EINSTEIN'S paper: "HAMILToNsches Prinzip und allgemeine 
Relatiyitätstheorie" 1) (further cited as: EINSTEIN, HAMIL'l'ONSches 
Prinzip). His al'ticle: "Die Grundlage del' alIgemeinen Relativitäts
theorie"~) (fllrther denoted by EINSTEIN, Grundlage) will also be 
referred to. 

In the fit'st paper EINST]~lN points Ollt that the forffiulae in his 
gravitation theory can be dedueed from a val'iation principle of 
th is form: 

. (1) 

where the first part @3'# of the integrand refers to the gradtation 
field and the second part "m~ to the matter (inclusi vely the electro
magnetic field), " is the gravitation constant. which in EIN~TEIN'S 
paper has been put equal to 1. @)* is a function of gJl.Y and 

àgJl.Y 
[Je'/'Y = -::. -. 

umC( 

m~ is a function of gin and of several parameters which determine 
the state of the matter. 

The com ponents ~: of ·the stl'ess-enel'gy-tensor fOl' th~ matter are 
repl'esented by Ihe f'ollowing expression (formula (19) EINSTEIN, 
HAMIVroNsches Prinzip): 

1) A. EINSTEIN, Berl. Ber, 1916, p. 1111. 
~) A, EINSTEIN, Ann, d. Phys. 49, p. 769, 1916. 
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àm~ 'J:/ = - ::E _ gpv. (2) 
" ogpa 

According to its behavioul' with respect to transforrnations 't is 
a mixed volume tensor, 'i))~ a volume sralar, @)~ is no volume scalar, 

but this quantity is formed from the volume sralar - V g G 
(where G is the' total CU1"Vatu1'e of the four-dimensional eontinuum) I 

à2gpv 
by elimination of the second/derivative 0 by partial integration. 

x« 0.'lJf3 

-'I ,.,à'U.,. 
- ®*= V-g G-~-, .,. o x.,. 

(3) 

whel'e QI is a four-fold vector in the sen se given to it in the special 
theory of relativity of EINSTE1N-MINKOWSKY. 'U is th us covariant for 
LORENTZ transformations. The sign of @.i* and for m~ has been ehosen 
in su eh a -way that the expression (2) gives the density of energy 
of the matter with the right sign. For - @)*- and ~I.,. we have the 
expressions : 

. (4) 

2!.,. = V -g::E (gp..,. ,qva _ga'" gPv) [f.l1'J ' 
p.J<; (J 

(5) 

where the CHRIST01'1'EL symbols 

[a{j] = ~ (09«ï + 0913'/ _ 09r.t(3) 
r 2 a.'IJ f' ox" O:l1ï 

(6) 

are used. Arcording to the equations ') 

o V -9 1 ogp.v 
--= - -V g::E gp.v- , 

0.'IJ" 2 p.v om« 
(7) 

ogp.v ,.; ogG'l" 
-~- = - ~ gp.a gi.,.-~-, 
u.'IJ« a.,. um« 

(8) 

1) Because of equation (3) and as at the limits of the domain of integration 
all variations are taken equal 10 zero, the val'iation principle (1) is equivalent with 
the val'Ïation principle expressed by the following equation 

d'JJJJ<-V -g. G + ,,~W) d:l\ d.'IJ~ d.v a dx. = 0 , . ([a) 

from which equation EINSTEIN originally start ed. 
2) EINSTEIN, Grundlage, equations (29) ,and (32. 

i 
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we find thai (5* is ct homogeneous ql1adratic function of the quantities . 
g"IJJ, so that we have 

\. . . (9) 

The stress-energy-components of the gl'avitation field tav intro
dnced by EINSTEIN are connecled with 0* by the formllla 1) 

:Ie tal = ~(@3* dav - :E a@)* g/JO"') , . (10) 
2 1'''' agv p.'" 

where ól = 1, óa' = 0 for 0 =1= v. For the diagonal summation we 
find because of (9) 

" :E tvV = 0*. _ _ . . . (11) 

For the diagonal snmmation of the material stl'ess-energy tensor we 
have again 2) 

" :E :U = V -g G. '. . 

Ey summation we nnd taking (3) into al'count 
a 21", 

" :E (~l + tl) = :E a- . 
'11 't' lC-r 

. (12) 

. (13) 

An equarion of quite the same form is obtained from the fol
lowing formula of EINSTEIN 3) 

"(ta' + tav) = - :E ~ (aa@)* gp.v). • • • • (14) 
p.'" ax", g-rP:.a , 

W f> thus find that the fom'-foId vector mand the four-fold vector, 
. a@3* 

the components of which are - !;--gp., have the same divergency; 
p., ag",pv 

the notations "four-fold vector" and ('divergency" have here the 
meaning ascribed to them in the special theory ot' relativity. Fl'om 
a private correspondenre with EINSTEIN I learned that he has proved 
th~t these two ver tors are really identical, at least when the system 

of coordinates is thus chosen that V 9 = 1. 
Now all general formulae necessary for the following have been 

cited. We still remark that not yet anything has been said ab,out 
the units in which the quantities are expressed. In order to obtain 
the stress- and energy-densitJ in the desired units it may therefore 
be necessary to intl'oduce in the expressions (2) and (10) a constant 

1) EINSTEIN, Hamiltonsches Prinzip, equation (20). 
') See e.g. J. DROSTE. Het zwaartekrachtsveld van een of meer lichamen volgens 

de theorie van EINSTEIN. (Diss. Leiden 1916) p. 8 and 12. 
3) EI~STEIN, Hamiltonsches Prinzip, equation (18) . 
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factor depending on the system of umts (comp'. the next~, equation (15)). 

~ 2. Enm:qy of a stationa7'.t! system. 

We shaH now ronsider a material system of tinite dimensions and 
especially one for which there exists (at least) one system of co01,di
nates in which the ,qmvitation field is stationary. Let us first consider 
wh at must' be understood by the mass of the system. The matel'lal 
system having finite dimensions it is evident that its gravitation 
field may be considered as being caused by a material point, the 
mass of which has a definite meaning, and all thai holds with gl'eater 
accuracy accol'dmg as the distance to the system is greater. The best 
wa.}' of defining the mass of the system is based on the properties of 
the created gravitation field at points at a great distance. According to 
the theory of relativity however the mass of the system is equal to 
its total energy when at rest divided by the square of tlle universal 
constant c which represents the velocity of light in natural units. If 
according to our assumption we nse a system of coordinates in 
which the gravitation field is stationary we find for the energy at 
rest the expres sion 

jjjC.t4
4 + t 4

4
) dl/J 1 dtIJ2 ~''C8 \ 

where the integration has to be extended o\'er the whole three
dimensional space. Possibly a universal constant factor has to be 
added in order tbat we may obtain the enel'gy expressed in the 

- desh'ed units (comp. ~ 1 end), It is easy to see whether this is 
necessary. Fil'st of all we choose the time-coordinate in such a way 
that at an infinite distance gH gets the vahte c2

• Of course the välue 
of the universal constant c depends again on the osystem of units, 
which can be chosen thus that c = 1. Further we remark, that 
togethel' with a change of the unit of tl;le time-coordinate the 

numel'ical valnes of V g and of all ~ /'s changes proportionally 
to the numerical value of c. The energy having the dimensions 
M V T-2, it is now evident that the facto'r c must be added to onr 
integl'al expl'ession in order that it may express the energy inde
pendently of the choice of the unit of time in the cOl'l'esponding 
unit, We thus have for the energy at rest E: 

E. 1fJ<~: + t/} dllJ 1 dm 2 dx S ! • (15) 

inlegl'ated over the whole three-dimensional spare. \ 
This expression gives the total energy at rest fol' a detinite material 

system when this is the only one within the domain of integration. 
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Dividing by c2 we then' obtain the mass of the systern and in § 4 
we shall find that this mass is identical with the one we obtain by 
ronsidel'ing the gravitation field at points at a ve!'y great dJ stance. 

As has been said, the integral in (15) must be extended over the 
whole infinite space. It is however desil'able to_ express the mass of 
a matel'ial system by an integl'al taken over the material system 
itself and we shaH now show how this can be done. According to 
a law of v. LAUE we have for the energy E also this expression 

E = cfJf ~ (î,' + U) d.1I1 dl/J 2 dIVa' . -. . . . (16) 

integrated over the whole three-dimensional space. We subtl'act this 
equation fl'om equation (15) aftel' having multiplied the latter by 2. 
As in a stationary field g/J" = 0, we have becam,e of (10) and (11) 

" t 4
4 = ! @)* = ~ " 2 t/, ..... (17) 

anel we obtain 

E=cffJ(r/-'r/-'r22-~33)di/Jld.V2d'Va ... (18) 

The mtegrand being z'ero at every point outside the matel'ial system, 
the integral here has only to be extended over the materlal 
system itself. 

By means of formula (18) we ha\'e expres&ed the mass of a 
material system by a space-integral extended over the material 
system. This space-integl'al can again be tl'anSfOl'med into a surface 
integral extended over a surface enclosing the material system. ThlS 
may be made evident in the following way. From formula (14) 
we see that ,,(î/ + t /) can be expl'essed as the di vergency of a 
three-dimensional q uasivectol' 5S: 

where 

( tl' 4 4) _ '" a~" (19) 
" "'4 + t 4 -.:;.::;----, • • • • • • 

T Uc:'U't' 

o@)* 
~,,= - 2 _::._gp.4. 

p. ug"p4 
• (19a) 

Multiplying (19) by 2 and subtracting (13) f.·om this product 
while also (17) is taken into account, we obtain 

a a~" 
,,(~/-îl1-r2 2_~8 3) = :s ~ (2 5S,,-iJt,,) = :S~. . (20) 

T Vili" " UIV.,. 
AccOl'ding to this equation the application of GAUSS'S law to 

(18) gÏ\'es 

E = : J~n df. . . • . . . . . (21) 
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integl'ated over a sUl'face f enclosing the material system. Therefol'e 
the mass of the system is al'lo expressed by a surface integl'al over 
a sUl'face enclosing the system. Unfol'tunately the quasivector @:, 

the normal ('omponent fin of which occurs in the integral expression 
is not covariant, even not with respect to LORENTz-transfol'mations. 

§ 3. Applicatian ta a field with spherical symrnetl'y. 

In our discussion on a system with spherical symmetry we sbaH 
principally introduce the same notation as J. DROSTE in his artiele : 
Het zwaart'ekrachtsveld van een of meer hchamen volgens de theorie 
van ElNSTElN (ful'thel' eited as: DROSTg, Het zwaartekl'achtsveld) chapter 
II § 1. In contradiction with DROSTE we shall however eonslder also 
tile field within a' material body. lntroducing as space-coordinates 
the polar cool'dinates 1', {), rp we ean at any rate repl'esent lh~ lme
element ds by the same expl'ession aó DROSTE viz.: 

ds' =w~ dt2 
- u2 dT' - v' (d{)' + sin' ,') drp'), (22) 

where u, v, ware functions of J' onli}'". Here the time-coordinate 
''/''4 = t has thus been chosen that everJwhere 

Y14 = Y24 = Ya. = 0, 
which is alwaJs posbible in a stationary field with sphel'ical symmetry 1). 

lnstead of the pol ar cool'dmates 1', {), cp we sllall now intI'od uee 
as space-cool'dinates the corresponding orthogonal cOOl'dinates 

.'lJ l = l' cos {) cos 'P, 

111 2 = 7: COS 1~ sin (P, 

IV a = T &in {)O, 

while we keep the same tirne·coordinate 

v=rp .. 

as 
r-

(23) 

DROSTE. We put 

(24) 

1) Beeause of the spherieal symmetry g:2T4 and gr4 must he zero, Tbe system of 
eoordinates may however he ehosen in sueh a way that g,4 is not zero. We 
then have 

ds' = w' dt' + 2g,4 dt dl'-U' dl"-V' (d{)2 + sin2 {) dlf'). (22a) 

Ir however the time eoordinate is transformed in the following way 1 while r is 
left unchanged: 

we ohtain· 

ds'=w'df} + 2(Y/4 +tpw2 )dt dr-(u' - tfJ 2w2-2tpg'4}'dr2 
- v' (d{)"+ sin 2{)drfi). 

If now the function ..,. (1') is defined thus that 
) 

Y,-4 + tpwl = 0\ 
g/4 will he zero in the new system of coordinales. 
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for the components of 'the fundamental tensor we then have the 
following expressions , 

.v ' -
gpp. = - p~ - + (2t~_p2), gp.4 = 0, gH = w2, 

r 

. . (25) 

where ft, v =T 1, 2, 3. 
For the components of the contravariant fundamental tensor we 

have: 

gu.,= _ ICp. {IJ, (~-~) for {J. =1= v, I' 
, ~ 2t~ p~ 

• \.. (26) 1 ,'V/ (1 1) 1 gp.p = _______ , gP.4 =0 gH =-;, 
p2 1" u~ p2 w' 

As we consider also the field inside the matter, the material 
stl'ess-energy-tensor '.til' oecurs now too in 0111' fOI'mulae. Becanse of 
the spherical symmetry we can write fol' its components: 

~ ,,' == -- (:tr' - ~ P) for {J. =1= v, 
j' r 2 p 

.cp. tv) I 
l' 2 • • (27) 

J' fLP. = ~ 11 + ~ (.tr' - ~ P). :t,u.4 = '~1 = 0, \1 p r~ p 

", V = 1, 2, 3. I 

Thai here '.t/ = '.t4p.=0 rests on our assnmption that the enel'gy 
of the system I'emains constant. No radial energy - current can 
exist then, 

Now we shall deduce fOl'mulae for the gravitation field from the 
variation principle of the form (ia). We chose this form of the 
val'lation principle with a view to a better cOl'l'espondence with the 
ai'ticle of J, DROSTE. 

By a right choice of the Iimits ot' Il1tegl'ation the equation (la) 
becomes: 

I. '2 

4 '" ó J dt tI (- V - 9 G -I- ~ m1) r' d" = 0 

ti '1 

Ol' by di vision by 4 n (t1-t,) 

. . . (28) 
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The integral on the Iefthand side, which multiplied by 4:rr evidently 

gives the space-integral JV 9 G dV over an empty spherical space 

V, has been calculated by DROSTE. He used polar coordinates, but, 
the integ/'aI multiplied by 4.1l' (t~-tl) giving a scala/', the reslllt is 
independent of the choice of the space-cool'dinates. First DROSTE 
flnus for G, which evidently is aIso a scalar, (see DROSTE, "Het 
zwaartekl'arhtsveld" p. j 6) 

2 2v'~ 4 v'tv 4 v" 4 u'v' 2 Wil 2 u'w' 
G = -;;- U2V2 - u2vw -- u' V + u3v - u2w + u3w' • (29) 

w hel'e u' v' 1f)' are del'i vatives with respect to r. Flll'ther DROSTE 
finds: 

fV- J ) d (V2W' + 2VWV') 1VV'2 + 2 Vl,'W' I -g G r2 dr=2 - - + + uw dr . . (30) 
dr u u 

All variations being taken zero at the Iimits l' = 1\ and l' = r
2

, 

we have 

;j V -9 Gr' dr = 2 d./I"·" +.2
,.,,,, + uw I dr. (31) 

11 Ii 

This is 1l0W our expression fOl' the lefthand side of equation (28). 
Now we must consider the righthand si de of thlS eqllatlOn, and we 
shall begin by proving the following relations: 

om ogp.v 2 \ 
2--=_:t 1

, 

p.v ogPV Ou U 1 

. (32) 
()in? o.gp., 4 

~--=-~P, 
p.v agp.v av v P 

am agp.v 2 
~ --'-=-~44, 
p.v agp.v aw w 

where ~rT and ~1) are éonnected with the tensor ':t in the lway 
indicated by the eqllations (27). In order to prove the validity of 
the equations (32), we fil'st l'ernark that becatlse of the 8pherical 
symrnetry both the lefthand and the righthand side depend on r 

only. Jf the eqllations hold for au arbitrar,Y point on the X1-axis 
(Xl = 1', .vs = X a = 0), they are al ways valid. 

According to (26) and (27) we have fol' points on the X1-axis: 

1 1 r 2 1 
gll= __ , gn =gU = __ = __ , g44 =_. (33) 
. u2 p~ v~ w' 

(34) 
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All quantities gfJ.Y and ~/ for which {1 =1= vare equal to zel'O, 
Comequently we have fOt, points on the X l -axIs 

ag 11 2 a.g22 al 3 
2'1'2 ag44 2 

au =;;;-' a;;=a;-= v3 ' aw = - wa; (35) 

the othel' del'ivatives of 91'; with respect to u .... v, ware zero, Accol'ding , 

to the formulae (33) equahon (2) gives 
all? a~ 1 . a~:n a )")l ".' 

.... 1 _ ql1 _ !\' • _ g22 _ (- C?' 3) 
~1 - - all' - agll ~' ". - - àg22 - ag22 ;;; - "'8 , 

ful'thel' we ha.ve because of (35) 

2,' a~ àgp.; = à~~, ~ àro~ àgp.; = (àro~ + àro~) 21.2. 
p.Y àgp.y au agll Ua I'y àgpJ av " ag22 al 3 

v
3 

All these equations hold for pomts 011 the X l -axIs and consequently 
the two th'st equatlOlls (32) are valid fol' these points. The general 
validity of the equatlOns follows from the above. The proof fol' the 
third formula (32) is given in .. the same way ; thIS latter proof dn'ectly 

_holds for points not on lhe X,-axis, as ever) where g14 = g'4 = g34 = 0, 
Because of the equations (32) the righthand side of (28) can be 

written in the form 

r r JT2(r.- ÓU ..... ÓIJ r.- ÓW)' "óJ .;n~ 1,2 d1' = 2" :>wl
1 
-; -f- 2~: -; + ..t 4

4 
-:;;; '1'~ dr. . (36) 

Tl Tl 

In..troduring the expressions (31) and (36) fol' both sides of equatlOn 
(28) and dividmg by 2 the yariation prmciple for a field with ' 

spherical symmetry finally becomes 

As the val'iations óu, óv, (fw are independent of each othe1', and 
as ~t, v, w, 1/, w' are not val'ied at the hmitb 1\ and 1'., we tind 
(comp. DROSTE, Het zwaat'leluachtsveld, equations (24) w bieh hoJd 
fol' the field outside tbe matter), 

wv" + 2vv'uJ r
2 I +W=-,,'.tl1, 

UZ U 

tV v" + v'w' + vw" u" '1'2 -

-h- (v w' + w V') -,= - "'~~ \ u ~ v 

2 v v" + v" u' ".2 _____ + u+ 2VV'_=_"~44 
u u2 W 

(38) 

These equations are the fundamental formulae 1'01' a gravitation 
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field with e.phel'ical symmetry . We can easily deduce from it the 
following equation 

'l's - ~rr + 2 - ~ p + -~4 4 = - ('1" ~rr), (U' .v' W') d 
U v P W dr 

. . . (39) 

which can also be found immediately by applying formula (22) of 
EINSTE1N (Hamiltonsches Prinzip) to our cae.e. Formula (39) expresses 
that the spherically sy mmetrical malerial system is in eq Illhbrillm 
when the gl'avltatlOn is taken intó considerátion 1). 

Starting from equatlOn (18) we shall now deduce a formula for 
the energy and the mass of the system. We put 

v - ~ 4 _ ~ I _ ~ S _fl' 3 _!? 4 _ fl' r _ 2~ p • • (40) 
- ""4 "1 2 ~8 - ~4 ~r 11 

and calculate r'x 1f!. Putting for 7'~"! /, r'" 't/, 1,2" 'tt the expres

sions following from (38), we find that most terms neutralize each 
other and we obtain 

v v'w' v'w" 2 Vi w'u' 
'1"" iJl' = 4-- + 2--- --,-, 

u u u . 

d (V' W') d cr' p2 W') 'l's" 1J!=2- - =2- ---
d1' u d1' u 

(41) 

Outside the material system is V! = 0 and we thus have for r> R 
(R being the radius of the body) 

p2 W' 
2'1" --= constant 

u 
('1"> R) • • . . . (42) 

The meaning of the constant will be examined later on. 
Equation (41) suggests a connexion with our fOl'mer equation (20) 

and we shall directly see that this really exists. 
p'w' -

Excluding the theoretically possible case that - is 00 at the centre 
u 

of . the system we flnd by integration of (41) from l' = 0 to an 
arbitral'y upper limit r 

1) IC we put 

u=w=l , v =1', 
viz. if we neglect the gravitation (39) becomes 

d ... 
2r!t p =- ('1'2 ~1), 

P dr 

which equation expresses the equilibrIUm between the ponderomotoric forces given 
by the stress-tensor! for the case that there is no gravitation. 

75 
Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. XX 
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For the volume inte~ralJ,,'I{fd VoYe;asphericalspace with radiusr -

we obtain 
r 

f 2p2W' 
4 '"' " r

S 
1J! dr = 4 ~ r2 -u-' 

o 

If we integrate over the same sphere and apply the \aw of GAUSS, 
, " equation (20) gÏ\'eb again 

, 

4 ~ "fs 1'" dr = 4 >~ r S ~r, 
o 

where ~, is the component of the quasi-vector ~ d~rected radially 
outward. In consequence of the spherical symmetry there does not 
exist a component of ~ perpendiculat' to the radius. Thus we have 

2p2 w' 
~r=--' 

U 
. , . . . . . (43) 

In our orthogonai system of coordinates we have as component 
in the direction of the X'l'-axis 

T = 1, 2, 3 . . . . (44) 

Combined with our former formula (18) or with (21) our Jast • 
formulae give aIso an expression for the total energyat rest and for 
the mass of the system. Taking 'f' greater than the radius R of the 
material body we obtain 

43l'or2 2p2 W' 
E=----

" u 
(r > R) .' • . • • (45) 

This formula expresses the mass of the body by means of the 
gra.vitation field outside the body. This shows at the same time the 
meaning of the constant on the right-hand side of equation (42). 

In our considerations of this § we assumed the field to be 
thus, that there exists at least one system of coordinates iJl which 
the field is stational'y and to have spherical symmetry; and our 
fOl'mulae hoJd for such a system of coordinates th at has its origin in the 
cenh'e of symmetl'y of the material system and that has such a 
time-coordinate th at g14 = gH = .Qs4 = 0, If however thel'e exists 

\ 
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one s."stem of eoordinates of the above mentioned properties there 
exists an infinite quantity of sueh systems of coordinates, and OUl' 

, formnlae hold for all these systems. Not alone the directions of the 
X l -, X~-, Xs-axes ean be ehosen in an infinite number of ways, 
but we are still f"ee to chose the method of measurement for 
the leng th ot the radius vector in space. Without destroying the 
validity of our formulae we may thus pass frol11 a system of COOl'

dinates X\, x" X's, x 4 to an other one ,v' I x', x/ :V4 with the same time 
coordinate, but for which 

''C l 

, 
X 

, 
X 

, 
1" I 8 - - - , 

XI .'C, .'V, r 

where r' = V x'/ + x',' + x's' is a function of r (comp. DROST}:, Het 
zwaartekrachtsveld p. 16). For sueh a transformation of coordinates 
u, p, w change of ('ourse. If therefore we have to calculate u, p, U) 

(which according to (25) detel'mine all gl'/sj we must first fix the 
system of cool'dinates, This may e. g. be chosen in this way that 
evel'ywhere p = 1 (corresponding to v = I' of DROSTI!:). If th en still 
the unit of time is chosen so that the univel'sal constant c has the 
value 1 the system of coordinates is determined except as to the 
directions of the three axes in space, which fOl: spherical symmetry 
are of no importance. Fot' the thns specially fixed system of coor
dinates we have outside the body (see DROSTE, Het zwaartekrachts
veld, p. 18) 

1 a 
w' = - = 1 - - , p = 1 

u~ r 
(1' >R). (46) 

where a is a constant. 
That these formulae are l'ight can easily be verified from the 

formulae (38); they are al~o found more directly from more general 
fOl'mulae which wiJl be. dedllced in a following paper. The 
constant a must of course be connected with thé mass of the body. 
Formula (45) gives fOl' this relation, c being equal to 1, 

4.na 
m=E=-- " 

" 
. . (46a) 

In this special sy~tem of coordinates we have aceording to the 
formulae (25) outside the body 1) 

V --f/ = I (46b) iJ • • • • • 

, nr" 
Inside the body however this yalue of V .q need not hold. If 

1) This is seen most clea1'ly by conside1'ing a point on one of the axes of 
coo1'dinates We then find fi1'st V _g = uw p2. 
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the sJ stem of coo~'dmates is fixed by the condition tbat everywhere 

V fI = 1, then we bave p =1= 1. 

~ 4. Genemlization of the obtained resnlt. 

111 tbe preceding § we have chosell the time-éoordinate so that every
whel'e ,q14 = gH = gH = O. Now we -shall show how the formulae 
(41)- (45) can be generalized, so that they also hold when this condition 
is not fl1 lfi lied. Berallse of the spherical symmetry we can write 

{J,= 1,2,3, (47) 

where g'4 has the same' meaning as in fOl'lnula (22a)-of the note 
on p. J 081. To geneml1ze one formulae to the case gr 4 =1= 0 we must 
evidently transform the time-coordinate in tbe opposite way as in 
tbe note on p. 1081. Tbe quantities referring to the original four
dimensional system of coordlllates, in whieh g'4 = 0, will now be 
denoted by letters with a dash over tbem. The expression of tbe !ine
element in polar eoordinates from whieh we start becomes tben: 

Ji2 = ;2 dj, _ ;, d-:;' - p';; (i:jj.2 + sin' ~'t dcp2). 

We transform the time-cooljdinate by putting 

.dt = dt - ti' (1') dr, 

while l' = I', :jj: = {Jo, 7p = cp are left unehanged. ' 

ds' being an invariant, we obtain by substitution 

ds 2 =;;; dt%-2lP -;, dt dr - (-;;,' -1/" ;') dr'-p' r2 (d':P + ,~in2 {Jo dcp2). 

The eomponents of the fundamental tensor are th en transformed 
aeeording to the formulae 

w' =;,\ 9r 4 = - lI';\ u2 =;2 _ 1/,270', p' = pS. 

These formulae firstly give 

-;;'2-;2 p4 = (u2 
70

2 + 9'42)p4. 

This eqnation shows that the determinant g of tbe components 
,q fJ." is not ehanged by our transfOl'mation of tbe time-coordinate. 
We have namely 

-:;;2;2 p4 = _ g , (u2 w2 -+ .qr4')p4 = - ,q, • • • (48) 

whel'e 9 and 9 denote the above mentioned determinant fOl' the 
ort/lOgonal system of coordinates (whieb through the formulae (2:1) 

. is conneeted with the polar system of cool'dinates) before and aftel' 
tbe transformation of tbe time-eoOl'dinate. That both members have 
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the meaning we ascribed to thern, is evident fl'om the consideration 
of a point on one of the axes of coordinates. 

We sball now tl'ansform formula (41). In tbe original four
dimellsional system of coordinates this is aftel' a slight val'iation 

_ _ d -;2 p4;;;;; 
r 2 

" y!= 2 -= _. 
dr V_g 

Now, we shall prove that the lefthand side remains covariant at 
the transformation of the time-coordinate. As also the righthand side' 
remains invariant, the formula holds in this form also iu the four
dimensional system of coordinates. According to (40) we have fol' 
evel'y system of cool'dinates 

y!= 2 / - lJ"S.,,'" 

"\ being a mIxed volume-tensor, ~4 4 is transformed according to 
this formula: 

. (49) 

If we considel' a point on the Xl-axis, then dX l = dr. At our 

a~ 
transformation of the time-coordinate T = 1 is the only one of all 

UIIJ. 

a;« 
-a which is not zero. 

IV 4 

a,,!:. am. a,'!: 4 

Of all --=- only -=- = 1 aud -=- = 't/J are 
a.'Vf3 a,'/) 4 aa\ 

different from zero. As furthel' g = g we find 

~/ = i/ + tf' i/.-
H iel was not zero this would mean that thel'e existed a radial 

\ 

enel'gy-current and the energy of the system would change con tin-
llally. As we. assumed the field to be stationary, we have f / = 0 

_ and therefore ~4 4 =!4 4. As lJ.t}lo1'- is a voillme-scalar and as the 
p. 

detérminant g does not change by the transformation, ~'tl'-I' does not 
p. 

undergo a change by the transformation either. Thus at the transfor
mation 'IJ! remains invariant. 

y!= 'IJ!: 

As r, ]1, 'IJ) too remain constant, we thus obtain fOl' the new 
four-dimensional l:lystem of coordinates also 

. (41a) 
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We here have found a genel'alization fol' formula (41) whieh 
also holds when gr4 =/= O. It must still be l'emarkea that gr4 occurs 

in the expression for V g (see the Jast formula (4.8». 
'fhe more general formulae for (43), (45) can easily be obtained 

/ iu the same way as above. 

p4 dw2 
<r ----
1- V-g dr ' 

4.11'cr2 p4 dw' 
E=-----

" V _g dr 

. . . . . (43a) 

(1' > R).. . . (45a) 

In this ~ and in the preceding one we have confined our diseussion 
to bodles with spherieal symmetry. If we have a body of finite 
dimensiÖns, which does not possess sphericaL symmetry, the corre
sponding gravitation field is different from that belonging to a body 
of the same mass but with spherical symmetry. We see ho wever, 
that the greater the distance from the body in question becomes, 
the more the two fields must beeome equal. 'fherefore we can, 
define the mass rn of a fimte material system of arbitrary form by 
the formula 

m=- hm --~ =- lzm ---4Jl' . (r' p4 dW') 4n. (1" .qp/ d9H ) 

c" 1=00 V -g dr c" r=oo V _g dr 
. (50) 

In the Jast expression we have int1'odueed - p' = gpp analogous 
to the notation in fo1'mula (27). In order that formulae (50) may 
have a definite meaning, the limit on the 1'ight-hand side must of 
course have thE' same .value fol' any dil'ection in which we move 
towards the infinite. Formula (50) supposes therefore the system of 
eool'dinates to be chosen in sueh a way that at an infinite dlstanee 
the field possesses ópherical symmetry. . 

For the case we are eonsidering formllLa (J3a) gives 

ltm r ~r = ltm ---= - ,. . . ., . (r2 p4 dW2) 
r=oo r=oo V _g dr 

. • (51) 

and as fOl'mula (21) in ~ 2 is also valid for a stationar~' field, whieh 
has no spherical symmetry, th is equation gives together wlth (50) 

. . . (52) 

as is demanded by the theo1'Y of relativity. Thus we have shown 
that the calcuJation of the mass of a stationary system by means 
of fo1'mu}a (50) from the field at points at a great distance and the 
caJeulation of the mass by means of formula (52) from the total 
ene1'gy at rest give the same result also for bodies without spherieal 
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symmetry. From our considel'ations lt alsD follows, that E/c\ has 
the same value in every arbitrary system of coordinates in which 
the field is stationary and possesse5 spherical symmetl'y in the in
finite. The mass In is thus a scalar. 

In a following article the gravitation field for an eJectrically 
~ 

charged centre will be calculated by application of the result found 
in this paper for a field wlth spherical symmetry,l 

Further it will be proved, that the density of energy of the gravi
tation field t4

4 outside the body is evcl'ywhere zero, when the system 

of coordinates is thllS chosen that v: [J = 1 (or constant). 


